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Faculty Cuts Calendar Days
And Reforms Reading Week

Faculty voted to change class attendance regulations and the nature of Reading Week at the faculty meeting Feb. 22. The 1969-70 calendar was revised to provide an 11-day non-course related Reading Period between semesters. The resolution left this 11-day period unstructured, and it remains for the Instruction Committee to further define it.

The proposal for this change was written and proposed by the Student-Faculty Academic Committee.

Attendance requirements for the Spring semester Reading Week were repealed. Students will no longer be required to remain on campus overnight during that period.

Jordan to Become
Dean of Academics

Mr. Philip H. Jordan, associate professor of history, has been appointed to the newly created post of dean of the College's humanities.

The responsibilities of the position include supervising special academic programs and coordinating the College's relations with other educational institutions. Mr. Jordan will also assist President Shain and Dean Noyes with the undergraduate curricular and faculty matters.

Commentary

Although Mr. Jordan will continue as an instructor, he will be a part-time one-course per semester. Mr. Jordan does not foresee that this will mean he will have less contact with students because he will serve on Student-Faculty Academic Committee and be in direct contact with students outside the classroom as well.

Mr. Jordan stated that he would not alter the Summer Humanities Program, but would remain very much involved with it.

A Necessary Post

Mr. Jordan commented enthusiastically about his new position, which he will assume July 1. He stated that the new administrative post is a necessary one, due to the expanding college and its growing needs.

Mr. Jordan has been a member of the Connecticut College faculty since 1959.

John A. Harper and Rose published Mr. Jordan's student guide and instructor's manual to an academic program company "The Americanization of John A. Garraty."

During the past three summers, Mr. Jordan has been codirector of the Connecticut College Summer Program in the Humanities conducted on the New London campus for high school girls from crowded urban areas in Connecticut and New York.

House of Rep. Cabinet Pass Parietal Plan:
Proposal to go to Campus Life Committee

The framework for an extension of parietals has been passed by House of Rep. and Cabinet and will proceed to the Campus Life Committee Thurs., March 7. If successful, the proposal will be submitted to the students for approval.

The proposed hours set forth as a maximum framework are Friday 7 p.m. to 11 p.m., Saturday 11 p.m. to 11:30 p.m., and Sunday 11:30 p.m. to 11:55 p.m. According to Jane Fawcett, president of student government, "After the maximum framework has been established, each dorm is free to design its own hours to suit its own needs."

Necessity Cited

Both the advantages and risks have been discussed with individual housefathers and housepresidentes and we all seemed confident that the benefits outweigh the disadvantages. An extension of parietals was deemed necessary because of a lack of privacy following dinner dates, movies, and early returns from parties.

Admittedly there will be a noise problem, but Jane voiced the hope that an extension of parietals will make the student responsible for his own behavior and for the behavior of others.

A tight sign-in system will be in effect and minor infractions will be taken care of immediately by House Council instead of by Honor Court. The program is subject to review at any time it is felt necessary by student government.

Jane predicts that this will improve the dating situation in Campus by encouraging more men to come on campus. Thus there will be an opportunity for your date to meet your friends and vice versa.

Other Systems

Other parietal systems at women's colleges were investigated before this proposal was formulated. For example, at Pom- pei, each dorm determines the parietals, the only rule being that men must be out of the rooms between midnight and 10 a.m. Each dorm also determines its hours based on the maximum of 12 noon to 10 p.m. and 11 p.m. on Friday and Saturday. Parietals in Haverford have been reduced in size as each dorm chooses its own hours after the maximum framework has been approved by the student body.
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Traffic is Radicals

To the Editor:

I would like to voice concerns over what I consider to be an unjustified generalization that some students are "traffic in radicals," what we used to refer to as "fellow travelers" or other terms. Left wing express on and off your campus. I have always believed in the principle of "academic freedom" and, in my years of teaching, have supervised theses of college and university students of any political persuasion. This is my firm belief. Since the College has done nothing to curtail these activities, I am sure that it is my responsibility to do so.

Sincerely yours

The appointment of Phillip H. Jordan to the newly-created position of associate dean for academic affairs indicates an important turning point in the direction of the College. The Administration, which is committed to the necessity for a separate academic dean, foresees long-range planning for innovations in the curriculum and campus life.

So many new ideas are circulating around the College. Changes in the registration system, general requirements, and the honors program are in the air. The Faculty is considering a house of review, comprised of rumors, or the workings of a small coterie of interested individuals.

New proposals for new legislation will be directed to a student council, the University is taking it. The Administration is taking the initiative for the maintenance of higher education among Student Council members, they would be very "shocked" at the true meaning of the Soviet Union, our one hope of ever reaching true understanding. The article on the incident in Orangeburg, South Carolina, was barely touched to be an eye opener to the youth of the Soviet Union, on our hope of reaching true understanding, and "Peace with the Soviet Union."

I fear I have little time left, however, if these proposals for new legislation will be directed to a student council, the University is taking the initiative for the maintenance of higher education among Student Council members, they would be very "shocked" at the true meaning of the Soviet Union, our one hope of ever reaching true understanding. The article on the incident in Orangeburg, South Carolina, was barely touched to be an eye opener to the youth of the Soviet Union, on our hope of reaching true understanding, and "Peace with the Soviet Union."
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Conn Awards Professorships
To Omwake, Record, Birdsell
Richard D. Birdsell

Three members of the College faculty, Richard D. Birdsell, history, Eveline B. Omwake, child education, and Mason T. Record, sociology, were advanced to the rank of full professors by vote of the Board of Trustees Thursday, Feb. 16.

Miss Omwake, a 1955 graduate and a former Guggenheim Fellow, five years ago Mr. Birdsell was a Fulbright fellow in American history at the University of Wisconsin where he holds B.A. and M.A. degrees from New York University and was appointed to the Ph.D. Columbia University.

Miss Omwake serves on the advisory committee to the National Coordination Center and Laboratory in early childhood education, and was appointed to the child day care council of the state department of health by Gov. John Dempsey.

All new titles will become effective with the opening of the 1967-1968 academic year.

New England Scholar

Dr. Birdsell, a scholar of New England culture during the Federal period. His current work to be published concerns the history and influence of religious faiths upon that culture.

A founder of American Federation, five years ago Mr. Omwake was a Fulbright fellow in American history at the University of Wisconsin.

He holds B.A. and M.A. degrees from Yale University and was appointed to the Ph.D. Columbia University.

Dr. Record has taught at Connecticut College since 1943.

Sociology Fellow

He is a fellow of the American Sociological Society and for two years was president of the Connecticut Council of the American Association of University Professors.

Having taught at Sweet Briar College and the University of Connecticut and New Hampshire, Mr. Record holds B.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Yale University.

Studied Music At Yale

Mrs. Birdsell holds bachelor's and master's degrees in music from Yale, where she was awarded the Peabody Medal, the Louis Feinberg Prize, and Charles Dilton scholarships.

She has taught at the College since 1964.

Directors' Girls' Sports

Miss Johnson came to Connecticut College in 1961 from Illinois where she held physical education at the secondary level and directed the girls sports program for a large community high school for two years.

She holds a B.S. degree from Eastern Illinois University and earned her M.A.T. degrees at the University of Illinois.

Rally In Mad. Sq. Garden

Rally on Madison Square Garden in support of the Con- stitutional and Political guarantees of the American and Canadian Students for a Democratic Society and for the Congress of Racial Equality.

Conn Offers Fellowships

Two new graduate fellowships are being made available to Connecticut College seniors. The College also offers a Rosemary Park Graduate Fellowship, aPhi Beta Kappa Fellowship and the Rosemary Park Fellowship for Teaching Assistants.

The Rosemary Park Fellowship is open to any senior or recent graduate not only of the PhiBeta Kappa members. The new fellowships are open to all seniors.

Applications for all fellowships may be obtained from Mr. Alan Bradfield, Thomas 217, or Dr. Dean Noyes. They must be returned by the middle of March.

SDS Warns of NLF Victory in Vietnam

Jeff Jones, regional coordinator for the New York chapter of the Students for a Democratic Society, and Kathy Wilkens, Washington coordinator, warned students at the College last week that the NLF is "a more objective" point of view.

Conn Student, Estelle Wilkins, lives in Orangburg and her mother teaches English at South Carolina State University. She went to a segregated high school with Dolores Middleton, one of the boys killed at the University.

She was shocked and dismayed when she heard of the bloody killing and said: "This couldn't happen in our quiet, small New England community."

She indicated that the student activities on the South Carolina State campus had not been very conscious of the Black Power movements or their own student struggles.

School Board Threatens

Last year the students began showing concern for student affairs and themselves. The all-white trustees executive board threatened to close the school when the students began agitating.

The result was that the President of the University resigned and a new, more sympathetic administration was installed.

Estelle mentioned that many students are rebels from rural communities. Their families have been prevented from attending school for years in order to give their children the education that they never had of the merchandize that could be brought back at little cost. She further explained that the family lost planned trips to Eastern States University have lower salaries than for the predominantly white students and only 10 people are employed on campus.

SCHEDULE FOR FILING OF INTENTIONS

FOR CLASS OFFICES

- Freshmen - Sophomores - Juniors

President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, Honor Court, Academic Committee, Social Chairman, A.A. Rep., Song Leader, Library Representative, and (39 only) Graduation Chairman, Class Marshall, Keise Editor and Class Historian.

Fri. and Mon., Mar. 1 and 4; 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

File intentions in Student Government Room, in Crozier.

Mon., Mar. 4 at 4:30 p.m.

Compulsory meeting for all Academic Committee candidates.

Tues., Mar. 5, times to be announced.

Class meetings for candidates' speeches.

Wed., Mar. 6, all day in the dorms: Primary elections, if necessary.

Thurs., Mar. 7, all day in the dorms: Final voting.

President Johnson's Proposed Restrictions
To Have Limited Effects On Student Travel

Ed. Note: The following selection has been taken from Student Traveling.

William R. Coyle, associate editor of Southern Humanities Digest, was killed at the University of North Carolina. He was a member of the student travel market.

Should such measures as a penalty tax for each day of non-attendance imposed. Experiences of students who may come to a standstill and many charter flights would have to be canceled. Few students would have budgets sufficient to cover the extra 85 or 80 a day. Lesser measures, however, would allow them a plane and ship ticket, a limited amount of money that tourists could use to travel, and a restriction on the merchandise that could be brought back duty free, should deter few students from postponing travel plans abroad for 2 years should, if unaccompounded by stringent restrictive measures, have little effect on students who are still free to travel abroad.

Whether or not restrictive travel laws are passed, student interest in travel should remain high. Many students who might have gone to Europe will instead travel to Mexico, Canada, the Caribbean or Latin America. Such events as Hendrix in San Antonio and, of course, the Olympics in Mexico City, have already transferred some of the usual travel excitement of going abroad to our own hemisphere.
WOODROW WILSON DESIGNATES—from left, Shelly Taylor, Susan Lasovick, Barbara Range.
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Wilson Foundation Designates Seniors

Susan Lasovick, Barbara Range, and Shelley Taylor were among 1124 college seniors who were named Woodrow Wilson Designates, and Margaret Oyaas and Claire Wilcox were among 980 scholars awarded Honorable Mentions by the Woodrow Wilson Fellowship Foundation.

Selected as "the best future college teacher prospects on the continent," Woodrow Wilson Designates Susan, Barb, and Shelley were recommended as "worthy of financial support in graduate school."

Margaret Oyaas and Claire Wilcox were among 980 scholars who received honorable mention in the Woodrow Wilson competition.

French, English Major
Susan, a French major, with a program of study in Chinese, is using her knowledge of both languages in a special project; a comparison of the poetry of the Frenchman Baudelaire and Li Sheng Yin of the Yang Dynasty.

Although an English major with a special interest in Shakespeare, Barbara is also a resident of the German Corridor. Having done an honors project on novelist D. H. Lawrence, Barbara hopes to combine her knowledge of the language with her research on Shakespeare.

Varied Interests
Winthrop Scholar and Phi Beta Kappa, Shelly has worked in her field of social psychology as honorary student member of the New England Psychological Association, conductor of a non-credit seminar on the psychology of women and editor of the Connecticut College Psychology Journal.

Economics major, Margaret is involved in a research project on economic development in India, while Claire, a zoology major, has a special interest in genetics.

Identify Students
Although the Fellowship Foundation is still being reported by the Ford Foundation, its major objective has been altered. "Now our major role is to identify for graduate departments those students who in our view have the best potential for college teaching," stated Sir Hugh Taylor, president of the Foundation.

However, the Foundation will name 100 students from these 1,124 scholars to receive Foundation grants later.

Complex Selection Process
Students were selected by fifteen regional committees consisting of members of the academic profession. Following the initial nomination by a faculty member, nominees are invited to submit their credentials. Committees then read the dossiers and select the strongest candidates in each group. Each of the top candidates are interviewed and final selection is made by quotas which is based on the proportion of liberal arts degrees awarded by colleges in each region.

Get high with a little help from your friends.

You have a friend at the Electric Circus.
NOTE: Represent the Electric Circus on your campus! Earn commissions! Write: Ed Plum at the Electric Circus, 23 St. Marks Place, New York City.

12 exciting "young look" programs 45-60 days from as low as $1180.
4 departures June 18, 23, 25, 26.
Travel with fellow students from colleges and universities throughout the United States and Canada. Lots of leisure time.
Also Available: 13 spectacular student programs via TWA and luxury steamship. Superior hotel accommodations. First class rail, all top quality features. From 23 days and $840.30.
Let us help you make your plans. For further details:

KAPLAN'S TRAVEL BUREAU
140 STATE ST NEW LONDON
In New York City: Colvin/Kaplan/Ross-743 Fifth Ave.

This little night owl leads a daytime life when the first spring sun appears. A neo-classic nicety, impeccably tailored like all John Meyer sleepwear convertibles, it comes in an appealing Barclay open stripe (a soft mix of Dacron polyester and cotton). And, as befits a pinafore, it is demurely edged with lace. In good-little-girl colors: blue, orange, yellow or green on a pristine white background $10. Now being shown at discerning stores everywhere.
Beth Breten to Participate in African Troops Program

Elisabeth Breten '69 will spend the summer in Togo, western Africa, as part of a work-study program Operation Crossroads Africa 1969.

In her position as Unofficial Ambassadress, Breten will be assigned to a small group with other American students and African students and teachers to work on village projects. In the past these projects have included medical assistance programs, recreational programs for Africans, and the construction of community centers, medical dispensaries, libraries and schools.

To Benefit Peoples

Operation Crossroads is an international youth organization originated in 1965 to benefit the peoples of Africa, and Americans to work and live in 20 foreign countries in 1967. The Crossroaders pay part of the expenses for a summer's tour of duty.

Before she returns to the U.S. in August, Breten will have opportunities to visit the nearby region/town and cities, and participate in seminars with African officials, educators, labor leaders, and cultural and religious leaders.

Unofficial Ambassadress

In the subsequent two years, she will act as an unofficial ambassador of Togo by relating her experiences in the country to various civic organizations and schools in the U.S.

A sociologist by trade, she was selected for the program on the basis of her willingness to serve and the evaluations of her ability to work effectively in new and different cultural situations. Connecticut College, an affiliate of Operation Crossroads, screened applicants for recommendation. Prior to the orientation program, Beth will be required to complete a research paper on her assigned country and improve her fluency in French, a language she has studied for five years.

A Medical Answer For
MUSCULAR
Low Back Pain

Promptly Relieves Pain
So Stiff Muscles Loosen Up and
You're Back Into Action

Doctors who specialize in back troubles report most aching backs are due to weak, tense muscles which can go into painful spasm as you suddenly bend, stretch or twist. To relieve such backache promptly than any other leading tablet. Anacin is a special fortified formula. It promptly relieves pain, helps reduce swollen tissues, and so relieves pressure on sensitive back nerves. Then notice how stiff muscles loosen up and you move around with greater ease.

Only Anacin has this special fortified formula. It's not found in any other proprietary or over the counter exclusive formula doesn't work for you.

AFRICA BOUND Beth Breten, with Robert D. Grey, campus coordinator for Operation Crossroads.
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Gift Honors Prof. Dilley

Professor Marjorie Dilley has been honored through a substantial gift to the College by Mr. and Mrs. Joel L. Bersor of New York City. They have requested that their gift be used to provide a Marjorie Dilley Government Seminar Room in the College's proposed plans for doubling its library facilities.

Mrs. Bersor is an alumna of the College and during her undergraduate years majored in government, the department that Prof. Dilley has chaired since 1949.

In announcing the gift today, President Charles E. Shain expressed appreciation for "this tangible tribute from a former student to a great teacher."

Early Africanist

Dr. Dilley is one of this country's earliest Africanists. Twice, under State Department auspices, she has been a visiting professor of political science in Kampala, Uganda where she introduced American studies in 1955-56. In 1962 she attended the celebration of the independence of Uganda, and a year later she represented the University of Chicago at the inauguration ceremonies of the University of East Africa in Nairobi.

---Continued on Page Five

Students Discuss Existence at Conn
In Informal Forum

"Existence at Conn?" Is it involvement and learning, or people and experiences, preparation for life? Why are we here? What is Conn, and what can it become? These are questions which almost everyone has considered. Now, interested people are getting together to discuss the vital question of "Existence at Conn."
The first discussion, centering around "Why Educate Women," will be held this afternoon at 4:30. Dr. Robert Cassidy, instructor in religion, spoke briefly on this topic, there will be an exchange of views.
Future topics will grow out of the questions raised at this first meeting. As Leila L. Gil explained, "We want these discussions to be an informal forum of ideas, where anyone who has a proposal or point of view can talk to and discuss it with other girls who share her interest. We don't even have to limit our discussions to existence at Conn, We can branch out and discuss current issues. We'll get together, and just see where our ideas will lead us..."
by Melodie Feet

The student exchange program with Wesleyan, initiated in the fall of 1967, has been expanded slightly for the present semester. During the past semester, four students from Conn took a course in Russian literature at Wesleyan while twelve Wesleyan men were enrolled in the courses of Chinese and modern dance at Conn.

At present, two girls from Conn are taking invertebrate paleontology and nine, Japanese literature. Ten Wesmen are taking modern dance, one in calligraphy and Chinese and one in taking Russian literature.

Still an Experiment

Mr. Philip Jordan, chairman of the program stressed the fact that the exchange is still in the exploratory and experimental stage. His committee, investigating the possibilities of additional expansion, is examining problems of transportation and class size.

An Express said that his committee hopes for the institution of a joint student faculty which would work on the broadening of the program. Under consideration are such things as the union of Wesleyan and Conn academic clubs and joint weekends similar to Conn Quest.

Concerning satisfaction with the program to date, Mr. Jordan stated that all of the students and faculty with whom he has spoken are delighted with the exchange, and that both administrations are "very pleased" with it.

PenNella's

THE INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR ACADEMIC RESEARCH

1492 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02135

The International Center for Academic Research is designed to help every student achieve his maximum potential in the subject or subjects of his choice. We at The International Center for Academic Research are proud that these outstanding instructional techniques have shown proven results for decades.

OUR GUARANTEE

The International Center for Academic Research, after exhaustive studies, is able to give a complete money back guarantee; if after following instructions faithfully you have not increased your scholastic standings noticeably, your money will be completely refunded.

Special introductory offer expires May 1, 1968. Price thereafter $3.95 per course.
For personalized assistance send $1.00 per course to:

The International Center for Academic Research
1492 Commonwealth Ave.
Boston, Mass. 02135

Please include:
Course

Last semester's average

Name

1.

Address

2.

City

3.

Zip Code

4.

College or U.

5.

Special group rates for fraternities and sororities, 20% discount for groups of ten or more. Please include organization title.

Allow 4 to 6 weeks for processing and delivery.